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Exercises of Pupil’s Book
2   Listen, Choose and say

Audioscript

It has four equal sides. Which shape is it?1.

It’s a square. (a)  

It has six equal sides. Which shape is it?2.

It’s a hexagon. (e) .

It has three sides. Which shape is it?3.

It’s a triangle. (b)

It has no sides. Which shape is it?4.

It’s a circle. (d)

It  has two equal long sides and two equal short sides. Which5.

shape is it?

It’s a rectangle. (c)
 

3   Look and say

Answers:

It was four squares, two rectangles and two triangles, but now it1.

is a house.
It was six squares, but now it is a box.2.

It was two squares, a rectangle and two triangles, but now it is a3.

tent.
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4   Read, match and answer

This plant was near a river, on the side of a hill. You can see that1.

the leaves are tall triangles. Picture (d)
A lot  of  small  squares make this  mosaic.  The picture is  of  a2.

beautiful horse and it is very old. Picture (a)
People use trees for wood. There are circles in this tree. They3.

show us how old the tree is. Picture (b)
You can see these in the countryside. There is something sweet4.

and delicious in the hexagons. It is honey! Picture (C)
 

Was the plant near the sea?1.

No, it wasn’t. It was near a river

What do the small squares make?2.

They make a mosaic.

What do the circles in a tree show?3.

They show us how old the tree is.

Why do people use trees?4.

They use trees for wood.

Are the leaves on the plant long rectangles?5.

No, the leaves are tall triangle.

Which shape has something sweet in it that you can eat?6.

The hexagon.

What shapes can you see in your classroom?7.

Pupil’s own answers.
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6   Talk about you

Answers:

I was in Grade four, but now I am in Grade five.1.

My teacher was (Miss Alia), but now my teacher Is (Miss Zeinab).2.

1 was ten/eleven, but now I am eleven/twelve.3.


